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ABSTRACT
Insider a�acks are one of the most dangerous threats to an orga-

nization. Unfortunately, they are very di�cult to foresee, detect,

and defend against due to the trust and responsibilities placed on

the employees. In this paper, we �rst de�ne the notion of user

intent, and construct a model for the most common threat scenario

used in the literature that poses a very high risk for sensitive data

stored in the organization’s database. We show that the complexity

of identifying pseudo-intents of a user is coNP-Complete in this

domain, and launching a harvester insider a�ack within the bound-

aries of the de�ned threat model takes linear time while a targeted
threat model is an NP-Complete problem. We also discuss about the

general defense mechanisms against the modeled threats, and show

that countering against the harvester insider a�ack model takes

quadratic time while countering against the targeted insider a�ack

model can take linear to quadratic time depending on the strategy

chosen. Finally, we analyze the adversarial behavior, and show that

launching an a�ack with minimum risk is also an NP-Complete

problem.
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of computation → Algebraic complexity theory; •Information
systems→ Structured �ery Language;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cyber a�acks have become an increasingly prevalent problem for

organizations. Although considerable budgets are allocated for the

information security departments to detect, and respond to cyber

a�acks immediately and e�ciently, the threat still persists [12].

One of the most critical types of cyber a�ack is called insider a�ack,

which occurs when employees misuse their legitimate access rights,

or gain unauthorized access to a resource, such as �le systems and

servers [6]. Unauthorized account openings, and money transfers,

identity the�, and credit fraud are just a few other well-known

examples that this a�ack type includes.

�e “2016 Global State of Information Security Survey” [30]

states that in 2015, 34% of the security incidents originated from

current employees while 29% of the incidents originated from for-

mer employees. Another study in 2016 [29] shows that the percent-

age of organizations that experienced at least one insider incident

increased from 35% to 41%. A 2015 study [28] surveyed a range of

cyber a�ack types, and determined that insider a�ack is the most

costly a�ack type to an organization. Financial organizations took

the hardest hit from insider a�acks, costing the highest annualized

worth compared to other sectors. Another study in 2014 [7] found

out that although 37% of organizations in the U.S. have experi-

enced such an incident, and only 3% of them were reported to the

authorities due to lack of evidence.

�e di�culties of dealing with insider a�acks are threefold. First,

we are dealing with trusted employees who have inside knowledge

about the organization, security infrastructure, and information

�ow. Second, creating �ne-grained and restrictive access policies

for shared resources restrict a legitimate actor’s ability to adapt

to new or unexpected tasks, while permissive policies allow room

for exploitation. Lastly, a new legitimate activity from a legitimate

actor can be perceived as an anomaly although the intent is benign.

Current insider threat detection mechanisms usually depend on

detecting anomalies in a user’s behavior, focusing on a speci�c type

of resource, or a combination of resources [31]. �ese resources can

be shell commands [27], �le accesses [25], and SQL queries [18, 24].

Another branch focuses on psychological factors instead of resource

usage [5].

We analyze insider threats against relational databases by fo-

cusing on the complexity aspects of most common threat models

researched in the literature, along with the state of the art defense

mechanisms to prevent them. Although these methods prove to be

e�ective in the area they are developed for, the literature survey

clearly lacks accurate modeling of insider threats in this domain,

an analysis of computational complexity for user intent model-

ing, and a generalized strategy for dealing with such a�acks. We

bridge this gap by constructing the notion of user intent model,

and creating a generalized threat model for database systems. We

evaluate the time complexity of launching an a�ack using the mod-

eled threats, and discuss the defense mechanisms to counter these

while considering the time complexity.

Concretely, the contributions of this paper are:

(1) De�ning the notion of intent model for database users,

(2) Building a threat model for insider a�acks in the context

of relational databases,

(3) Analyzing counter actions against the modeled threat, and

(4) Providing a computational complexity analysis for both

the threat and defense mechanisms

based on the state of the art in this area.

�is paper is organized as follows. We start by mathematically

formulating the intent model in Section 2. We then describe the

threat model in Section 3. We discuss other factors that can be



utilized in both threat and defense models in Section 4. Finally, we

conclude, and brie�y present our future work in Section 5.

2 INTENT MODEL
�e SQL queries that a user issues on a database could model the

normal usage behavior [13]. Also, queries that are similar in nature

imply that they might be issued to perform similar duties [22].

However, understanding the intent of the query is regarded as being

as hard as constructing a new query, and it gets even more complex

when the query is complicated [16]. For this reason, capturing

the intent of a query is o�en ambiguous [2], and there can be

various feature extraction methods. In the literature, SQL feature

extraction to capture the intent of a query has been studied for

di�erent purposes such as performance optimization [3], workload

analysis [2, 23], query recommendation [10, 20, 36], and security

purposes [18]. As the need to access more complex information,

the construction of the query intrinsically gets complicated, which

o�en makes it troublesome to understand the resulting query for

human readers. It gets harder to compare the similarities of the

queries in terms of accuracy when the complexity of the question

increases, even though they are created to accomplish the same

task [2].

When we take a closer look at these feature extraction methods,

they essentially extract projections, selections, joins, group-by, and

order-by items from the SQL query, or a subset of them, to be used

in query similarity comparison. �e similarity metric varies based

on the aim of the extraction method; sometimes distinct queries

produce the same set of features, and sometimes queries that aim

to perform the same task can produce di�erent sets of features. Of

course, the results of queries also depend on the data stored in the

database. For example, the queries

SELECT * FROM user WHERE username LIKE "A%"
SELECT * FROM user

will produce exactly the same result if all the username values in

the user table start with “A.” Hence, a query can be perceived with

varying interpretations, which makes it impossible to extract the

de�nitive intent of the query writer from a given query, but it is

still possible to sense a fuzzy notion of the aim.

We equate this fuzzy notion with the pseudo-intent concept in

Formal Context Analysis (FCA). A formal context is a triple K =
(G,M, I), where G is a set of objects,M is a set of a�ributes, and I is

a relation that associates each object g with the a�ributes satis�ed

by g. In order to express that an object g is in relation I with an

a�ribute m, we write gIm [4].

Identifying if a subset of a�ributes is a pseudo-intent is shown to

be coNP-Complete [4]. It is also important to note that not all sets

of a�ributes in a context represent a pseudo-intent; counting the

number of pseudo-intents is proven to be #P-hard, while �nding

the number of sets that are not pseudo-intents is shown to be #P-

Complete [14].

�us, to understand the pseudo-intent, we extract the relevant

features from SQL queries, and following the de�nition provided

by FCA, we de�ne the a�ributes as the SQL query features. �ese

a�ributes are essentially the resources consumed by the SQL query.

We will refer to these resources when we say query intent – (pseudo-
intent in FCA domain), from now on.

De�nition 2.1 (�ery intent). Under the assumption that resources

consumed by a user to perform a task re�ect the user’s intent, we de-

�ne intent as a �nite bag of resources denoted byϕ = {r1, r2, ..., r |ϕ |}.

�is de�nition directly conforms with the feature extraction

methods described above where ri is the extracted query features.

De�nition 2.2 (User Activity). User activity A is represented by

a user u ∈ U , where U is the set of all users, for the time period

T that starts from t0 and goes on for ∆t , and the set of intents ϕ
performed by u within T . Formally,

ATu = (a
t0

u (ϕ),at1

u (ϕ), ...,atnu (ϕ)) (1)

where atiu represents a timestamp of an activity performed by

user u.

�e users usually create similar workloads on the database to

perform their daily tasks [22]. �ese workloads can be utilized to

create a chain of tasks for each user.

De�nition 2.3 (User Activity Graph). User activity graph G is a

directed and weighted graph that shows the historical navigation

of the user between resources. G = (V ,E) where V is the set of

all possible activities performed by the user and E is the set of

navigations from one activity to the other.

�ere can be two types of weights: (1) the number of di�erent

items between two sets, and (2) cumulative probability of the next

activity where the probability is calculated by the division of the

number of occurrences of an item to the total item occurrences.

3 THREAT MODEL
Stallings [33] classi�es security a�acks as passive and active, and

de�nes them as follows: “A passive a�ack a�empts to learn or make
use of information from the system but does not a�ect system resources.
An active a�ack a�empts to alter system resources or a�ect their
operation.”

In this paper, we survey the research focusing on detecting data

leakage by insiders using query logs. �e state of the art of this

research targets passive a�ackers: this type of a�ackers query the

database to extract sensitive information. �e threat model assumes

that the insider does not tamper with the data, or execution on

the client-side application. �ey may access the database system

through a client-side application, or through direct interaction with

the database server while still having the queries observed by the

query monitor.

We do not address active a�ackers who tamper with the data,

or query results because we aim to address the threat posed by

insiders who try to steal information, in order to prevent identity

the�, and information leakage. We also do not address snapshot

a�acks where the a�acker copies the database server, or the data-

base instance completely without ge�ing caught by any logging

system. Both a�ack and defense strategies for this a�ack type are

completely di�erent. If such an a�ack is successful, the adversary

can access the copy of the database instance o�ine without hav-

ing to go through the query monitor. To address data tampering

by an insider, the construction can be supported with integrity

veri�cation techniques [19], and authenticated data structures [37].
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We consider two passive a�ack models; harvester (a.k.a. aggre-
gate) and targeted (a.k.a. individual) a�ackers [26]. �e harvester

a�acker is an adversary who manages to replicate one part of the

database for exploratory analysis by querying the database. �e

targeted a�acker is, on the other hand, an adversary who accesses

certain information without needing to know for legitimate pur-

poses, but chooses the a�ack parameters carefully to avoid being

detected.

Unlike an a�acker who is trying to access information from

outside, an insider usually has knowledge about the database and

procedures within the organization. Using this knowledge, they

can exploit the privileges and trust placed on them, and access

information that they are not supposed to see.

If an adversary can issue a query and not get detected by the

defense mechanism, the query evaluation on just one table takes

linear time. Consider a queryQ1 issued on a database D. To �nd the

tuple t that the user requests with the selection clause σs=c (R) = t
where s is the a�ribute name in table R and c is the constant the

query is searching for, the database system scans through all the

values on R.s , which is performed inO(|R |) time. Of course, this can

be made faster; for example if there is an index built on the column

previously, the evaluation of Q1 can be improved up to O(loд |R |)
time. However, as the intent gets more complex, the evaluation

takes more time. It is known that query evaluation problem is

NP–Complete for conjunctive queries [9], and the space complexity

of query evaluation problem for relational algebra, in general, is

PSPACE–Complete [21].

3.1 Architecture
We utilize the query intent modeling while monitoring database

activity to �ag potential insider a�acks. �is construction aims

to identify a�ackers to the database system. �e overview of the

architecture can be seen in Figure 1. �e application users interact

with the database using a web application on their computer (client-

side). �is application generates queries, and issues them to the

database, which is contained in a database server (server-side). �e

terminal users interact with the database via a terminal interface

on their computers, which directly connects them to the database

server. �e query monitor just observes the queries that are issued

to the database, and it doesn’t block or change the queries. Any

query that is issued to the database is captured by the query moni-

tor, processed, logged, and then sent to the database, respectively.

Although the query monitor does not block any queries, it detects

suspicious activity, and reports them to the security personnel. Con-

sequently, the query monitor just observes the interaction between

users and the database, but never modi�es the query results or

database records.

Next, we de�ne the threat model this construction is built against.

3.2 Analysis of Harvester Attacks
Harvester a�acks focus on collecting a variety of information from

the database, which result in search behaviors that show high levels

of diversity and broadness according to the state of the art solution

presented by Wang et al. [35]. Diversity is measured by the query

and parameter similarity within a database session while broadness

is measured by the variety of the return results from the queries

within a database session. In the rest of this section, we discuss

the threat, and defense models based on the approach presented

earlier.

3.2.1 The harvester threat model. We assume that the adver-

saries within the organization have the domain knowledge about

the database schema, or have access to so�ware tools that run on

the database without requiring the user to have familiarity to the

underlying database, but they don’t have any insight into the data

content stored in the database. When the a�ackers are not looking

for speci�c information, they can issue exploratory queries on the

system. �is can be in two forms: (1) none or few �ltering con-

ditions, or (2) a lot of queries with �ltering conditions. Since this

a�ack type does not have a speci�c target information, the adver-

sary has only one goal: extracting as much information as possible.

In the most basic form, the adversary would issue wildcard queries

for each table, and can retrieve all the database by issuing number

of tables |R | queries.

Consider a database MY BANK with relations CUSTOMER which

includes details about the customers of a bank, ACCOUNT which

contains all the accounts the bank is handling, with many-to-many

relationship, and CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS which has the information

of which accounts belong to which customers as shown in Fig-

ure 2. An insider who has information about MY BANK schema can

access all the data in the database with only 3 queries: SELECT *
FROM customer, SELECT * FROM account, and SELECT * FROM
customer accounts.

It is also possible for the adversaries to utilize �ltering condi-

tions, which would result in increasing the number of queries, to

avoid using wildcard queries to protect themselves from detection.

However, the query monitor, in the end, would log the resources

accessed while evaluating the query and would eventually end up

logging the same resources in both cases. Hence, although there

can be a lot of ways to harvest all the data, the complexity would

still be O(|R |).

3.2.2 The harvester defense model. Analyzing queries mostly

relies on the structure of queries [18] since access to the data in

the DBMS may not always be possible for auditing systems, or

people responsible for investigating a�acks. Systems that utilize

query correlation usually exploit the resources the queries want

to access as mentioned in Section 2, and, hence, the features in

the intent set can be used to measure diversity. Data-centric query

comparison [24], on the other hand, requires access to the data, and

can be time consuming since it involves query evaluation. A�er

the query evaluation phase, the search results of the queries should

be compared to measure broadness.

For instance, Makiyama et al. [23] approach query log analysis

with a motivation of analyzing the workload on the system. �ey

extract the query terms in selection, joins, projection, from, group-

by, and order-by items separately, and record their appearance

frequency for each query in the dataset. �ey create a feature vector

using the frequency of these terms, which they use to calculate

the pairwise similarity of queries with cosine distance function.

�e feature extraction method presented in this work can be used

to measure diversity [18]. As we indicated before, for the logging

mechanism, there is no di�erence between using wildcard queries,

and using the resource names directly in the query. For example:
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Figure 2: MY BANK database diagram

Q1: SELECT * FROM customer
Q2: SELECT ID, FirstName, LastName, SSN FROM customer

When the query parser receives the query Q1, it processes the *
as ID, FirstName, LastName, and SSN. Hence, the query similarity

function used would consider Q1 and Q2 as the same and ϕQ1 =

ϕQ2 = {ID, FirstName,LastName, SSN }.
�e complexity of feature extraction from the query can be

consideredO(1). To create the intent for all queries ϕALL in a user’s

session, we should process all the queries in that session. Hence,

the time complexity to create the intent set is O(n), where n is the

number of queries issued. To compute the diversity, we compare

the resources in ϕALL with all the resources possible (S) in the

database. �e time complexity of this operation is O(|ϕALL | · |S |).

3.3 Analysis of Targeted Attacks
Targeted a�acks focus on speci�c information in the database, and

investigate for sensitive information that the a�acker is interested

in. �e activities can be similar to the common, and legitimate

activities of the user. However, the a�acker acts without needing

to know for any legitimate purposes [18, 22, 34].

3.3.1 The targeted threat model. Any user, including an insider,

should consider not only the data retrieved including the needed

data, but also should consider retrieving only the most important

results when issuing the query to the database. Knowing that is-

suing too many queries on a database could raise suspicions, a

cra�y insider should be precise about the information that they

need. �us, the retrieved rows should provide the maximum cov-

erage, and minimum redundancy. Still, the question remains if

the resources that the insider wants to access are in the database,

and if they can be retrieved with accessing a limited number of

resources. �e motivation for this limitation can vary; the needed

time to answer a query can dramatically increase as the complexity

of the query increases [23], the access policy can prevent certain

information from being used together [1], or accessing too much

information can raise an alert [15]. Hence, the insider should be

precise while preparing each expression, and avoid redundancies.

Considering that the expressions included in the query re�ect

the intent of the a�acker, we can use our intent model presented in

Section 2 as a base while formulating the problem:

�estion 1. (INTENT SET PROBLEM) Every time a user issues a
query, given a limitation of maximum number of resources that can
be accessed, does there exist a query construction that will return the
information that the user is looking for on the system?

Claim 1. �e construction of the SQL query with the user’s intent
is NP–Complete.

Proof. LetV1 be the feature set that includes all possible columns

and constants. Let V2 be the user intent set of an a�acker. Let k
be the maximum number of resources that can be accessed. We

can construct a graph G = (V ,E) where V = V1 ∪ V2. Note that

V1 ∩ V2 = ∅. For any u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2, we include the edge

(u,v) ∈ E if the expression v includes the item u. An intent set is

a set I ⊆ V1 such that every node in V2 is a neighbor of at least

one element of I ; namely, for each v ∈ V2, there exists u ∈ I where

(u,v) ∈ E.

�e problem of Intent Set is to determine for a tuple (V1,V2,E,k)
if the graphG = (V1 ∪V2,E) contains an intent set of size at most k .
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Intent Set is in NP. Given a tuple (V1,V2,E,k) and a candidate intent

set I , the veri�cation of it being an intent set can be performed

by checking if I ⊆ V1, each element in V2 has a neighbor I . �is

operation can be performed in polynomial time.

We can show Intent Set is NP–Complete by reducing Set Cover,

a known NP–Complete problem, to Intent Set. Let (U , S,k) be an

instance of Set Cover, whereU is a set ofn elements, S is a collection

ofm subsets ofU , and k is some value 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Set Cover asks if

there exists a group of k or fewer sets from S such that their union

equals U . Let V ′
1
= S , V ′

2
= U , and (s,u) is in E ′ if u ∈ s . �en

(V ′
1
,V ′

2
,E ′,k) is an instance of Intent Set. If G ′ = (V ′

1
∪V ′

2
,E ′) has

an intent set of size k or less, it directly corresponds to a covering

of U of size k or less. If G ′ does not have an intent set of size k or

less, then U cannot have a covering of size k or less. �erefore, Set

Cover reduces to Intent Set in polynomial time.

As Intent Set belongs to NP and Set Cover is NP–Complete [17]

and reduces in polynomial time to Intent Set, Intent Set is NP–

Complete. �

Hence, given the relation between the user’s intent and the

resources required for each intent, the problem to determine if a set

of k resources provides access to the desired intent is NP-Complete.

�at is to say, a general intuition this proof conveys is that, without

having knowledge about the contents of the database, and having k
number of constraints due to the risk of ge�ing caught if too many

resources are used, a query should be constructed very carefully

by an a�acker. As the user intent grows, restricting k will make it

more challenging to construct a query that provides access to the

target data.

Example. Non-admin users

For illustration purposes, let’s consider Ashley, an adversary. She
decides to gather sensitive information of some users who are not
administrators for a masquerade a�ack. To �nd such data, Ashley
needs to issue a query that �lters the rank of the users, and brings
sensitive information about them that she can use. Let’s assume that
the current credentials that Ashley uses limit her to access at most 4
resources.

�ere are many factors that she has to consider: “What credentials
can be useful?”, “What resources can be used?”, “Does the data she

is looking for exist in the database?” and so on. She can come up

with a query such as SELECT username, rank FROM user WHERE
rank <> "admin".

When we apply this method to the query SELECT username,
rank FROM user WHERE rank <> "admin" as shown in Figure 3,

the intent set we need to use is

I = {username, rank, <>, ”admin”}
Consequently, she would be using 4 resources, and the query

given would provide usernames of non-admin users. However,

if the credentials she uses do not have access rights to at least 4

resources, she won’t be able to issue this query without ge�ing

caught.

3.3.2 The targeted defense model. �e distinctive traits of tar-

geted a�acks are that the adversaries access information without

needing to know, and deviate from their normal behavior. �ere

are two approaches to prevent these a�acks: (1) misuse detection,

rank

“admin”

“moderator”

<>

username

hundreds

more

last_name

rank

=

username

rank <> “admin”

V V21

Figure 3: Intent Set for SELECT username, rank FROM user
WHERE rank <> "admin"

and (2) anomaly detection. Misuse detection focuses on detecting

predetermined speci�c malicious activities. �e defense mechanism

creates rule sets on what kind of behavior a user should not perform

which requires �ne-grained security analysis on the system, and

identifying what information each user should not have access to.

Anomaly detection focuses on deviations from normal pa�erns.

Misuse detection mechanism is a rule based system, which checks

every activity of a user to determine if it matches with the forbid-

den behavior de�ned in the rule set. �is check is usually straight-

forward, and takes linear time.

Anomaly detection mechanism, on the other hand, forms user
pro�les in order to formulate a normal behavior pa�ern for each user.

We take every query issued by all users and extract the resources

consumed to use them to create the user pro�les. A�er that, we can

approach this problem as a clustering problem. �e information

collected is labeled with a clustering algorithm like k-means, or

hierarchical clustering, while keeping the resource-user association.

A user pro�le can be created from the distribution of labels to

each cluster. Utilizing this information, the anomaly detection

mechanism observes each query issued by each user, and catches

the anomaly if a user’s distribution starts to shi� from the pro�led

distribution [18, 34].

Clustering based anomaly detection systems require a one-time

clustering operation to create pro�les. �is operation can be re-

peated to update the user pro�les as time progresses. �e time

complexity of the clustering operation depends on the selected

technique; if it is a technique that requires a pairwise distance ma-

trix, the operation has quadratic complexity, and if it is a heuristic

based technique like k-means, the operation has linear complex-

ity [8].

3.4 Analysis of Adversarial Behavior
An adversary launches an a�ack when they are convinced that the

time and e�ort spent, and the risk taken to reach the information

are worth the value of the information [32]. We assume that the

adversary, being an insider, knows that there are security measures

in place against insider a�acks. �ey can research on the defense
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strategies, and inquire about the system beforehand to �nd out the

weaknesses in order to reduce the risk of ge�ing caught. However,

while trying to reduce the risk, the adversary still needs to gain

access to some key information to reach their target.

In this section, we describe a model called key risk graph that

shows di�erent paths that an adversary can take to reach their

target. We can naively describe every step in this path as follows,

and as represented in Figure 4:

• State representing the adversary’s current status, S1

• State representing the adversary’s desired status, S2

• Key information needed to go from S1 to S2, keyi
• Risk associated with the move if the adversary has keyi , r1

• Risk associated with the move if the adversary does not

have keyi , r2

S S1 2

(key  , r  , r  )
i 1 2

Figure 4: Key risk representation
De�nition 3.1 (Key Risk Graph). Key Risk Graph KG is a directed

graph that shows the adversary’s informational states, key infor-

mation needed to change the current state to another, and risks

associated with going one state to another.

KG = (V ,E;K ,V0,VS ,π ,δ ) where V represents the set of all

possible states, and E represents the set of navigations from one

state to the another. K is the set of key information, V0 is the

starting state, VS is all the other states that can be traversed only if

the risk associated with one of the incoming edges is taken by the

adversary, π : V → K is a function that assigns keys to the states,

and lastly, δ : E → K ×N ×N is a function that assigns risks to the

edges where N represents all natural numbers.

Given a Key Risk Graph, the problem of �nding an a�ack with

the minimum risk is NP-Complete since there is a direct mapping

from KEYSEQ problem [11], where the authors provide a proof

with a reduction from 3–SAT to KEYSEQ.

To further illustrate how the Key Risk Graph can be utilized in

practice, consider a plausible real-life scenario as below.

Example. Identity �e� and Credit Fraud

Actors: Alice (Adversary), Bob (Victim), Celia (Victim), Dan

(Collaborator)

Bob, the customer, goes to a bank to payout his auto-loan. While
explaining why he is there, he mentions that he and his wife sold a
house that they just inherited, and they are paying their debts using
that money. Alice, the banker, �gures the rest of the money must be
in his wife’s account. A�er completing the transaction, Bob leaves the
bank. Alice decides that if she can �nd out the SSN number and birth
date of Bob’s wife, she can use that information to apply for credit
collaborating with her contact, Dan, in the credit department. �en
pay o� the credit using the money in the account. �ere are two ways
that she can access that information:

• �erying the home address information Bob provided, she
�nds out there are two people living in the same address: Bob
and Celia.

• �erying the auto-loan information, she �nds out Bob’s co-
signer is Celia, who carries the same last name.

Alice determines Celia must be his wife, so she looks up Celia’s ac-
count information including her birth date and SSN, and passes the
information to Dan.

In the example given above, Alice tackles two challenges to

reach the key information she needs: Finding out who Bob’s wife

is, and using the information she found, she reaches her target.

Assuming that she knows how the defense mechanism described

in this paper works, she evaluates both strategies. �e �rst strategy

involves looking up an address which is usually not a common prac-

tice, hence, it is associated with a higher risk (r2) of triggering the

security system. �e second strategy, checking the auto-loan infor-

mation (keyi ), on the other hand, is just a very common procedure

while paying o� a loan, hence, she �nds it less risky (r1).

4 DISCUSSION
We focused on modeling the insider threat to the databases while

analyzing the computational complexity of the a�acks, and defense

mechanisms.

Our work paves the way for creating approximation approaches

for computationally complex a�ack, and defense models analyzed

in this paper. Such approximations are not guaranteed to provide

optimal results; however, a computationally feasible approximation

method can make NP–Complete problems tractable. A be�er under-

standing of the complexity of the a�acks will help with developing

appropriate defense mechanisms.

�e defense mechanisms discussed in Section 3 can further be

improved by exploiting the sensitivity level of data accessed by the

users, or by constructing a User Activity Graph.

One of the most obvious ways to determine the sensitivity level

of data in a database is that ge�ing every column in a table evaluated

by domain experts. For example, in a bank database, USER table

might include FirstName, and LastName columns along with SSN.

While there is li�le to no risk of FirstName and LastName columns

being queried, it might be a problem if SSN column is queried

without legitimate basis.

However, while evaluating an activity to consider if it is a threat,

the importance of the resource should not be the sole indicator of

an a�ack. �e workforce in the organization is designed to perform

a speci�c duty that may require access to very sensitive data. �us,

the aim should be analyzing if the user actually requires that data

to perform their task.

�e user activity graph is built with the historical actions of

the user, and could be used to predict the next move of the user

with a method such as Hidden Markov Model. �e utilization of

the probability of the next action of a user can help the defense

mechanism determine how likely an action will occur.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we �rst described the notion of user intent which we

can utilize in insider threat detection research, and we discussed

the complexity of identifying the pseudo-intent of a user. We then

de�ned two a�ack models: (1) harvester a�acks, and (2) targeted

a�acks, while discussing the complexity of both a�ack, and defense
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mechanisms in the literature. Finally, we discussed the key risk

problem.

We plan to extend our work in several directions: First, we will

seek to develop approximation algorithms for both intent detection,

and targeted a�ack model. Second, we will collect query datasets

to empirically show the e�cacy of both a�ack, and defense models

de�ned in this work. Lastly, we will analyze the e�ect of approxi-

mation algorithms, and evaluate their real-world plausibility with

the corresponding defense strategies.
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